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INTRODUCTION - « When science fiction meets design »
Design fiction definitions:

New challenges in media education:

• The deliberate use of diegetic prototypes to suspend disbelief about change (Sterling, 2005).
• A tool that uses narrative structures to consider and question possible futures of design.
Pop culture

Deus Ex

Minority Report

WHY DESIGN FICTION? A societal issue

Business innovation

Breakthrough scenarios
BMW vision next
Microbial home by Philips
Design fiction

Ghost in the Shell

Black Mirror

Research
Design and ethical issues

scenarios and
prototypes

Steampunk machines

DIY practices

Proliferation of online resources

Need to develop critical thinking by providing a more
systematic understanding of how the media and digital
world operate.

Rise of user participation
Globalisation of media markets

User’s own practices

Design fiction considers both:

Technical aspects of the technology & its social,
ethical, political and economic implications on the
imagined society

Green DIY (vegetal gardens)

Future of Human-Computer Interaction

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Media messages

MEDIA LITERACY
Skills + Knowledge

needed to

access
understand
create

Digital media and technologies

About content: deconstructing and About relationships between:
constructing media messages
• users and technologies
• society and technologies

communications
media messages

« Basic » Inquiry Process:
key questions

Technological literacy

Critical literacy

Technical skills

Critical skills

Critical Inquiry Process:
broad questions

Design fiction as a reflexive tool

How can design fiction be a critical inquiry tool in media education?

Design fiction as an object of study

Design fiction scenarios as media Diegetic prototypes as potential
messages to be deconstructed
digital media and technologies

Principle Analysing design fiction as any other media.
Goal

DIGITAL LITERACY

Principle Design fiction as a means of doing media education.
Goal

Deconstructing the way design fiction scenarios
represent the technology and our interaction with it.
Design fiction raises key questions and broad questions about digital media
and technology which contribute to the development of critical thinking.

Encouraging users to develop both a reflection on
their own practices and their impact on the global
scale of society in the reproduction of ideologies,
media representations and production models.

METHODOLOGY

STEP
ONE

Exploratory stage

Partnership with Action Médias Jeunes
Project « HACK the future »
• Observations in class, field notes
• Free recorded interviews with students,
professors and animators
• Evaluation of the method
• Informal interviews with media education actors

EXPECTED RESULTS
1
2
3
4
5

Contributing to the research on design fiction
Proposing a new application of design fiction
Approaching digital literacy in terms of inquiry
Developing a critical inquiry tool
Giving scientific evaluation to media education actors

STEP
TWO

Tool construction & pilot test

Conducting a design-based research: a participative
methodology based on collaboration among
researchers and practitioners.
Designing a design fiction pedagogical module:
1. An introduction to new technologies
2. The creation of a design fiction prototype by pupils
3. The writing of a futuristic scenario by pupils
4. The presentation of the prototype to other groups
5. The formulation of questions
6. The debate

STEP
THREE

Tool testing and data collection

Public: teenagers in upper secondary education
Four classes with approx. twenty students
• Observations in class, field notes
• Free recorded interviews with professors and
animators
• Focus groups with students
• Design of the evaluation tools
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